Stacking interactions of tryptophan residues and nucleotide bases in complexes formed between Escherichia coli single-stranded DNA binding protein and heavy atom-modified poly(uridylic) acid. A study by optically detected magnetic resonance spectroscopy.
The complexes formed between Escherichia coli single-stranded DNA binding protein (SSBP) and the heavy atom-modified single-stranded polynucleotides poly(5-BrU) and poly(5-HgU) are investigated using optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) methods. In these complexes the triplet state properties of the tryptophan residues are subjected to the external heavy atom effect generated by bromine and mercury atoms and are characterized by a shortened triplet state lifetime and the appearance of the otherwise dark [D] + [E] slow passage ODMR signal. These features provide direct evidence for close range interactions between tryptophan residue(s) and the nucleotide bases in the complexes. The extent of the triplet state lifetime reduction in the case of the SSBP-poly(5-HgU) complex together with steric considerations of the complex structure is consistent only with a van der Waals contact between the perturbed molecule and the heavy atom perturber by means of a stacking interaction. Fast passage ODMR measurements show a lifetime for a sublevel of the perturbed tryptophan chromophore(s) in this complex on the order of 1 ms. The amplitude-modulated phosphorescence microwave double resonance technique captures selectively the broadened and red-shifted phosphorescence spectrum of the heavy atom-perturbed tryptophan residue(s). This work supports a model for the binding of SSBP to single-stranded polynucleotides in which the bases are inserted into hydrophobic regions of the protein, where they are likely to undergo stacking interactions with the indole moiety of buried tryptophan residues.